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Havit MS989GT Wireless Mouse
Are you looking for a versatile mouse that works well for both casual, everyday use and dynamic gaming? The Havit MS989GT will be a
real hit! The device is suitable for both right- and left-handed people, and thanks to its ergonomic design provides comfort of use. This
2.4G wireless mouse allows you to adjust the resolution in the range of 800-1600DPI, so you can perfectly adjust it to your needs.
 
Reliable wireless connection - enjoy freedom
Say goodbye to cables that limit your freedom and discover the advantages of wireless solutions. The Havit MS989GT mouse uses 2.4G
technology  and  provides  a  reliable,  stable  connection  with  a  range  of  up  to  8m.  So  you  can  work,  browse  the  Internet  or  play  your
favorite games without interruption. The absence of tangled cables will also make it easier for you to keep your desk tidy.
 
Adjustable DPI - get the right mouse for your needs
Want to see if there's something new on your favorite websites? Want to edit your travel photos? Or maybe you prefer to play a game?
With  adjustable  sensitivity  ranging  from  800-1600DPI,  the  MS9989GT  is  perfect  for  these  and  many  other  uses!  Customize  its
performance to your needs and enjoy the smoothness you dream of.
 
All-around user-friendly
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The mouse was designed with different hand shapes in mind, so it can best accommodate different users' needs. This makes it suitable
for both right- and left-handed users. The ergonomic design of the MS989GT means you can use it for hours without getting tired. The
device does not strain your wrists and is incredibly comfortable to use.
 
Easy to use and powerful
The  plug-and-play  system  makes  installing  the  mouse  quick  and  easy,  so  you  don't  have  to  spend  time  on  complicated  setup.  The
compact receiver  is  stored inside the device for  easy transport  and storage.  Plus,  the auto-sleep feature reduces power consumption.
One AA battery is enough to power the mouse, which ensures a surprisingly long operation time.
 
Brand
Havit
Model
MS989GT-B
Color
Black
Wireless connection
2.4GHz
Range
Up to 8m
Dimensions
104x58x37mm
Number of keys
4
Resolution
800-1600DPI
Key life
About 1 million clicks
Power source
1x AA battery (we recommend using alkaline batteries)

Preço:

€ 4.50

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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